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First the library, next the public schools?

Hi everyone,

A comment from a previous posting deserves a higher profile.... as anticipated, it looks like West Bend's Puritans have moved on to the public schools. This group has begun work on the next 'issue' by requesting the names of all of the books currently used in the public school system. So this book/library issue will not go away. And no one should be fooled, it IS about homosexuality.. and those who support anyone who is homosexual/questioning.

It will not stop.

I agree that the people of this group have every right to believe what they choose to believe, but they cannot force their religious positions on the population of our community at large. I am tired of them. I am tired of their divisiveness and their hate and their sense of entitlement that their every demand be met.

We'll find out how far this goes -- a lot of human thinking has changed since 1636 and, for these folks, all of it needs to be squashed back into pre-Enlightenment darkness.

At least they'll always have work.